Bharat Coking Coal Limited,
officE of the General Manager, EJ Area
P.O., Bhowra Dist., Dhanbad.

Ref: GM(EJ)/PM/10-11/ 3462 DT: 27.5.2010

To
The General Manager(System),
E.C.O., Koyla Bhawan,
Dhanbad.

Dear Sir,

Sub: Cancellation of our web-site tender
No: Bow/EJ/AM/(r)/F-Tender/09-10/
10491 dt. 6.12.2009 for supply of
Coal drill machines.

The above noted web-site tender is hereby
-treated as cancelled without any financial
implication on either side.

This issues with the approval of
competent authority.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]
Area Manager(E)/(EJ)
Bhowra.